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Abstract: Optical trapping of sub−micrometer particles in three dimensions has been attracting
increasing attention in a wide variety of fields such as physics, chemistry, and biologics. Optical fibers
that allow stable trapping of such particles are not readily available but beneficial in system integra-
tion and miniaturization. Here, we present a readily accessible batch fabrication method, namely
fiber pulling assisted tubeless chemical etching, to obtain sharp tapered optical fibers from regular
telecommunication single−mode fibers. We demonstrated the applications of such fiber tapers in two
non−plasmonic optical trapping systems, namely single− and dual−fiber−taper−based trapping
systems. We realized single particle trapping, multiple particle trapping, optical binding, and optical
guiding with sub−micrometer silica particles. Particularly, using the dual fiber system, we observed
the three−dimensional optical trapping of swarm sub−micrometer particles, which is more challeng-
ing to realize than trapping a single particle. Because of the capability of sub−micrometer particle
trapping and the accessible batch fabrication method, the fiber taper−based trapping systems are
highly potential tools that can find many applications in biology and physics.

Keywords: submicron particle trapping; fiber tapers; chemical etching

1. Introduction

Optical trapping of microscopic particles is a promising method and has been a rich area
of research since the pioneering work of Ashkin and coworkers in the 1970s [1]. Especially for
sub−micrometer particles, optical trapping opens up avenues for quantum science [2–5] in
studying quantum phenomena [6] and transduction applications [7]. Generally, trapping and
manipulation of sub−micrometer particles have been demonstrated by using optical dipoles
or gradient forces, traveling surface acoustic waves [8], dielectrophoretic forces [9], surface
plasmonics [10], Joule heating effects [11], and optical standing waves [12]. Using the optical
gradient forces, conventional optical tweezers (OT) relying on highly focused laser beams
are the most commonly used approach to trap and manipulate sub−micrometer particles in
various studies, such as the physical [13–15] and biomechanical [16,17] research. However,
conventional OTs are based on an objective lens, which is bulky, limited in working distance,
expensive, and difficult to integrate. In addition, the free−space optics involved in OTs make
it susceptible to environmental fluctuations.

The above−mentioned limitations from conventional OTs can be well addressed
by fiber−based optical trapping systems that, in turn, attract increasing attention for
sub−micrometer particle trapping and manipulation. For example, optical fibers are
commercially available and readily accessible waveguides that suffer from minimum
influences from environmental fluctuations. Although a group of researchers fabricated
the specialty fibers by grinding and polishing [18], heating and drawing [19,20], and
chemical etching [21,22], it is still challenging to trap sub−micrometer particles (<1 micron),
especially a group of such particles, due to the small numerical aperture (NA) of the
optical fibers. To achieve the trapping of sub−micrometer particles, the most commonly
used fiber optical trapping system has a counter−propagating configuration, which has
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been demonstrated to trap and manipulate polystyrene spheres with diameters down
to 0.1 µm [21]. However, the optical trap is confined close to the substrate, cannot be
freely moved in three dimensions [23–25], and also requires critical fiber alignments, the
last of which can result in poor trapping capability especially for small particles (with
a size of a sub−micrometer). Different from the counter−propagating fiber trapping
systems, a single−fiber−based trapping system allows the trap to be moved freely without
requiring the alignments between fibers and hence promises higher trapping freedom and
better versability. In this type of system, sub−micrometer particle trapping is enabled
by the enhanced optical intensity gradient often resulting from surface plasmonics. For
example, by the surface plasmonic resonances excited at a metallic bowtie nanoaperture
antenna on a fiber tip [26,27], sub−micrometer particle trapping has been reported based
on the coupling between the enhanced near−field excitation provided by the metallic
nanoaperture antenna and trapping particles. Such trapping, however, is associated with
metal−induced light absorption and local heating effects that contribute to instabilities
and failures of the trap due to the enhanced thermal motion of sub−micrometer particles.
In addition, the fabrication of the nanostructures at fiber tips is complicated and requires
cleanroom equipment. To overcome these metal−induced disadvantages, Mondal et al.
employed a simple chemical etching method to fabricate an axicon−like nanoprobe at the
fiber tip and developed a non−plasmonic single−fiber trapping system [28]. By passing a
fiber−coupled laser through the etched nano−tip, a diffraction−free three−dimensional
(3D) bottle beam was generated to 3D trap a silica particle with a size of ~160 nm. The
absence of conductors at the fiber tip reduces the thermal effects around the trap. The
fabrication of this special nanoprobe, however, requires a special type of fiber, i.e., GeO2
doped photosensitive optical fibers, that are not commonly used.

According to all the above−mentioned works, it is attractive to develop easily accessi-
ble sharp fiber tips to realize the 3D trapping of sub−micrometer particles. Ideally, these
sharp fiber tips contain no conductors to minimize absorption−induced thermal effects and
can be made from non−specialty optical fibers, such as telecommunication single−mode
fibers, by a simple chemical etching method that does not need any cleanroom access.
Such tapered fibers can open promising perspectives in physical, chemical, and especially
biological applications. For example, these fibers can be used for manipulation and analysis
of sub−micrometer biological samples including bacteria, to explore the precise mecha-
nism of energy transduction in their tiny rotary motors. Using a tube−etching method,
Raoul Stöckle et al. can etch the regular single−mode and multimode fibers [29] with
high−quality fiber tip and surface. However, according to our own experience of repeating
such a method, the removal of the fiber tube after the etching can be challenging due to
the risk of damaging the fragile and sharp fiber tip, resulting in a reduced success rate and
difficulty of batch fabrication.

In this paper, we present a readily accessible fabrication method, namely fiber pulling
assisted tubeless chemical etching, that enables the reliable creation of fiber tapers at the
tip of regular single−mode fibers (SMF−28, Corning), without any need for cleanroom
equipment. We demonstrated the applications of such fiber tapers in two non−plasmonic
trapping systems, namely single and dual−fiber−taper−based optical trapping systems,
for trapping sub−micrometer particles. The tapering was enabled by a HF−based chemical
etching combined with pulling a stripped fiber away from the etchant at a constant speed.

This fabrication method is robust, experimentally straightforward, and allows for
batch fabrication with the only parameter to control being the fiber speed. More importantly,
the etched fibers retained the sharp tip and the smooth surface quality consistently after
etching, resulting in the enhanced light confinement at the fiber taper and in turn improved
trapping performance of the two trapping systems.

To understand the dependence of the trapping performance for a single−fiber−based
trapping system on the tapered fiber tip geometry, we implemented the numerical simu-
lation and obtained the optimized geometrical parameters of the fiber taper. With these
parameters determined numerically, we varied the experimental pulling speed of the fiber
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during the etching process to achieve the optimized fiber geometry. Built with the fiber
tapers, both single and dual−fiber−taper−based optical trapping systems were experi-
mentally demonstrated to trap individual and multiple sub−micrometer particles. For
example, by leveraging the optical binding effect, we realized a simple line−shaped swarm
sub−micrometer particle trapping by a single fiber taper in two dimensions and by a
dual−fiber−taper system in three dimensions. Interestingly, we observed that the swarm
sub−micrometer particles formed a complex pattern when being trapped in three dimen-
sions by the dual fibers system, which might be caused by the gradient forces generated
by the interference patterns of the two laser beams. In addition, we demonstrated that
massive sub−micrometer particles were trapped and guided in two dimensions by the dual
etched fiber−based optical trapping system. With the capability of swarm sub−micrometer
trapping enabled by the readily accessible fiber tapers, thanks to the straightforward batch
fabrication process, the single and dual fiber−taper−based optical trapping systems can
be used in many applications.

2. Design, Fabrication, and Methods
2.1. Unique Tubeless Chemical Etching Combined with Fiber Pulling

The etching method, in this work, is inspired by tube etching in ref. [29]. Unlike the
tube etching method based on the micro−convection inside the polymer−coated tube and
transient capillary effects, we removed the polymer−coated tube before the etching process
since, based on the authors’ experience, it is very difficult to remove the tube mechanically
without breaking the etched sharp tip of the fiber, resulting in a poor success rate (i.e., 20%).

To fabricate the fiber tip with a good quality of sharpness and smoothness, we used
a chemical etching method, namely “tubeless” etching. Figure 1a,b show the single and
batch fiber etching setups. Briefly, a single or the batch of optical fibers was striped by a
mechanical striper and pre−attached to a motorized stage (PT1−Z8, THORLABS). The
stripped fibers were then dipped vertically into Hydrofluoric (HF) acid with a protective
layer of Toluene on the top. The HF acid used in the wet etching was diluted to the
concentration of 40% in water. It is noted that, for batch etching, the small separation
between the adjacent fibers can cause the asymmetrical and inadequate HF solution around
each fiber and thus affect its surface quality. To overcome this issue, we separated the
adjacent striped fibers with a distance of ~1 mm, as shown in Figure 1b (the upper right
inset), by the customed grooves made on a regular glass slide. It thus enables the ample
HF solution to surround each fiber, and the fiber is etched symmetrically. Figure 1b (the
upper left inset) shows that a batch of fibers was well−separated and dipped into the HF
solution. The schematic for the batch fiber etching is shown in Figure 1b.

Different to the static etching [30,31], the tip shape of the fiber is easily affected by
the etching solution and environmental influences such as temperature drifts; here, we
pulled the fibers upwards at a constant speed during the etching (the reasons discussed
as below). Right after the fibers were inserted into HF, the fiber was pulled away by the
motorized stage from the HF solution, with only a few seconds delay for one to turn on the
stage. From the experiments, we found that the etching time and the pulling speed of fibers
determine the geometry (opening angle, α (Figure 1c), diameter, d, and surface roughness)
of the fiber tip. We carried out a simulation of the light confining effects and decided
that the optimal fiber taper geometric parameters were α ≈ 8◦ and 200 nm < d < 2 µm.
The detailed simulation results will be discussed in Section 3.1 and Figure 3. With these
taper parameters and minimal taper surface roughness as our goal, we found that the
optimized etching time and pulling speed were 60 min and 1 µm/s, respectively. The fiber
tip was still immersed in the HF after the stage stopped after 60 min. We immediately
took the etched fibers out of HF and rinsed them with water to stop etching. The typic
microscopy images of the etched fibers are shown in Figure 1c. The α and d are estimated
to be 6.5 ± 1.9 degrees and 300 ± 150 nm, respectively.
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motorized stage via a plastic common board. The attached fiber or a batch of fibers were inserted 
into an HF−filled plastic bottle (b, upper left inset) and moved upwards at a constant speed. The 
value of the speed, which is related to the etching time and determines the opening angle (α, bottom 
right of (c)) and surface quality of the fiber, was optimized as 1 μm/s and 60 min, respectively. For 
the batch fiber etching, the adjacent fibers are separated at a distance of ~1 mm. (c) Typical micro-
scopic images of multiple fiber tapers resulting from a single fabrication batch. (d–f) The fiber tip 
formation by chemical etching. (d–f) The schematics of the initial, intermediate, and final stages of 
the etching process of a single optical fiber, respectively. The white arrows point to the directions of 
the etching. The arrow thickness represents the etch rate with thicker ones for faster rates. The black 
arrows represent the moving direction of the fiber, which was controlled by the motorized stage, 
during the etching process. 
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etched fiber−based optical trapping system (bottom). Fs = scattering force; Fg = gradient force. The 
inclined angle is defined as the angle between a fiber and the vertical direction. The gravity and 
buoyancy forces are not drawn. 
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motorized stage from the HF solution, with only a few seconds delay for one to turn on 
the stage. From the experiments, we found that the etching time and the pulling speed of 

Figure 1. The fiber pulling assisted tubeless chemical etching setup for (a) a single fiber and (b) a
batch of fibers. Either a single fiber (a) or a batch of fibers (b, upper right inset) were attached to a
motorized stage via a plastic common board. The attached fiber or a batch of fibers were inserted into
an HF−filled plastic bottle (b, upper left inset) and moved upwards at a constant speed. The value of
the speed, which is related to the etching time and determines the opening angle (α, bottom right
of (c)) and surface quality of the fiber, was optimized as 1 µm/s and 60 min, respectively. For the
batch fiber etching, the adjacent fibers are separated at a distance of ~1 mm. (c) Typical microscopic
images of multiple fiber tapers resulting from a single fabrication batch. (d–f) The fiber tip formation
by chemical etching. (d–f) The schematics of the initial, intermediate, and final stages of the etching
process of a single optical fiber, respectively. The white arrows point to the directions of the etching.
The arrow thickness represents the etch rate with thicker ones for faster rates. The black arrows
represent the moving direction of the fiber, which was controlled by the motorized stage, during the
etching process.

Figure 1d–f shows the schematics of the fiber tip formation during the etching process.
Initially, the edge of the fiber end face is etched faster than the center due to the larger
contact surface with HF solution, forming the fiber tapered shape, as shown in Figure 1d–e.
During the etching process, HF attaches the glass fibers, and the reaction residuals can
slow down the subsequent attack on the fiber surface. When the fiber is pulled upwards
with a constant speed, due to the viscous drag force from the fluid, some reaction residuals
will move with the fibers, resulting in the decreased diffusion around the fiber tip. This
diffusion−induced etch slowdown can help retain the fiber tip in HF, leading to a sharp tip
formed by the etching [29], as shown in Figure 1f. Different from a tubing outside the fiber
used in [29], we used stripped fibers without any tubing formed outside the fiber in HF.
The absence of the tubes prevented the sharp tips of the etch fibers from being accidentally
broken when we took the fibers out of the HF etchant, in addition to removing the need for
any additional efforts to remove the tube.

2.2. Working Principle of Fiber Taper Based Trapping

In the optical trap, optical forces arise from the momentum change of light resulting
from scattering or refraction [32]. When a dielectric particle with a refractive index higher
than the surrounding medium is shined by a focus laser beam, the particle diffracts the
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beam and experiences a force that is described as the sum of two components: a scattering
force along the propagating direction of the laser beam and a gradient force along the
gradient of the light intensity. Once these optical forces balance with all other forces that
the particle is subject to, such as viscous drag force and gravity, a three−dimensional (3D)
optical trap can be successfully created. In the dual etched fiber−based optical trapping
system, the optical trapping is based on two inclined laser beams that have two sets of
gradient forces and scattering forces, as shown in Figure 2b bottom.
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Figure 2. (a) Experimental setup and (b) working principle of the single (top) and inclined dual
etched fiber−based optical trapping system (bottom). Fs = scattering force; Fg = gradient force. The
inclined angle is defined as the angle between a fiber and the vertical direction. The gravity and
buoyancy forces are not drawn.

2.3. Experimental Setup

The sub−micrometer particle trapping system was set up on a microscope platform.
For the dual−fiber−taper−based system, light from a single−mode 980 nm laser diode (AC
1405−0400−0974−SM−500, Eques) was split into two etched fibers through a 50/50 fiber
coupler. The light emitted from the etched fiber tapers was used to trap sub−micrometer
particles. Each etched fiber was mounted on a common board, as shown in Figure 2a, and
was aligned with respect to the other via a miniature 3D translational stage and a micro
1D rotational stage. The fiber inclination angle and fiber separation were also controlled
by adjusting these stages. For the single−fiber−taper−based system, light from the laser
source is directly coupled into the fiber without any couplers. The position of the optical
trap from both systems was then adjusted by manipulating the common board via another
3D translational stage. In our trapping experiments, to reduce the fiber wobbling resulting
from the mechanical drifts of the etched fibers in the optical trapping experiments, we used
a metal tube to hold each fiber permanently via UV glue and kept the suspending length
(define as the distance from the etched fiber tip to the end face of the metal tube) as ~4 mm.

3. Results
3.1. Optical Trapping by the Single−Fiber−Taper−BASED System
3.1.1. Simulation and Experimental Results of a Single−Fiber−Taper−Based Single
Sub−Micrometer Particle Trapping

To study the optical trapping performance of the single−fiber−taper−based trapping
system for a single sub−micrometer particle trapping, we numerically investigated the
influence of the geometrical parameters of fiber, α and d, since both parameters determine
the NA of the emitted light. For an etched fiber with a sharp tip, a small α = ~3◦ may cause
the light to focus inside the fiber, while an α = 12◦ has a weak focus of the emitted light.
For an etched fiber with an even larger α (30~45◦), the emitted light has a clear focus, but
these fibers need a long etching time. Based on the simulation results, the preferred α is
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~8◦. According to the numerical simulation, the NA of the emitted light is also influenced
by the physical diameter of the fiber tip, d. For a fixed α = 8◦, the emitted light has a strong
focus when d is in the range of 200 nm to 2 µm. The focus of emitted light is weak for
d > 2 µm. Etched fiber with d < 200 nm causes light to focus inside the fiber. In summary,
the optimized parameters obtained from our simulation are α ≈ 8◦ and 200 nm < d < 2 µm,
which agree with those from experiments, i.e., αexp ~ 6.7◦ and dexp ~ 300 nm, respectively.

Figure 3a shows the normalized electrical field when a particle (800 nm) is in the
trap. Here, α and d used are 6.7◦ and 300 nm, respectively. In the simulation, we vary the
particle position along the y- and z-axes and calculate the corresponding optical forces, as
shown in Figure 3b,c. Accordingly, an 800 nm silica sphere can be 3D trapped ~250 nm
away from the fiber tip along the optical axis by using an etched fiber. The experimental
result of the 3D trapping of an 800 nm dielectric particle by a single etched fiber is shown
in Figure 3d. The calibrated spring constant as a function of optical power is shown in
Figure 3f. By fitting the power spectral density (PSD) of the confined Brownian motion
of the trapped beam to a Lorentzian (Figure 3e), we estimated the characteristic corner
frequency of the optical trap. With each experimentally determined corner frequency, we
obtained the spring constant (the black square in Figure 3f) using the power spectrum
analysis method [33–36]. It can be seen that there is a linear dependence of optical spring
constant on optical power, as shown by the red straight line fitting in Figure 3f.
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Figure 3. Numerical simulations and the experimental demonstration of the 3D trapping for a single submicron particle
by a single fiber−based system. (a) Numerical simulation of a normalized electrical field when an 800 nm silica bead is
trapped by the single etched fiber. (b,c) The simulated optical forces as a function of the particle position along the y- and
z-axes, respectively. (d) The 3D optical trapping of an 800 nm silica bead by a single etched fiber is mounted at 45−degree
with a vertical axis. The 10× objective is used in this experiment. (e) The PSD of the motion of the trapped particle as a
function of frequency. The corner frequency is obtained by fitting the PSD to a Lorentzian. The red curve in (e) is the fitted
Lorentzian. (f) The linear dependency of the calibrated spring constant on the optical power. The black data points with
error bars are the experimental data and the straight red line is the fitted line passing through (0,0).
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3.1.2. Optical Binding Effect

It is well known that trapping light interacts with one particle which could then
interact with other particles in the field [37]. It can give rise to the inter−particle forces
mediated by light; this effect is known as ‘optical binding’. Optical binding occurs when
two or more particles in the field interact, forming a particle array [38]. According to the
previous work [39], the existence of micro− or nano−objects in the counter−propagating
laser fields causes the redistribution of light, which leads particles to form steady−state
(spatial) configurations. The particle configurations, such as a line−shape pattern or
complex geometries [40,41], are mainly determined by the field distribution, while the
inter−particle spacing is determined by the refocusing and/or scattering of the laser fields
by particles. Unlike the counter−propagating fiber trapping setup where optical bindings
are mainly due to the repulsive forces, multiple particle trapping in this paper was based
on the enhanced localized light gradient, which occurred when light passed through
particles. Both single and dual−fiber−taper−based systems were used to demonstrate the
simple line−shaped patterns of sub−micrometer particle trapping. Optical trapping of
sub−micrometer particles in a complex geometry, such as a swarm pattern, was mainly
realized by the dual−fiber−taper−based system.

Figure 4 shows that multiple 800 nm silica beads were trapped by a single etched
fiber. This trap holds eight sub−micrometer particles due to the optical binding effect. We
observed that the first seven nanoparticles were trapped very stably in a simple line shape
(Figure 4a), and the last one could escape easily after around 30 s, as shown in Figure 4b. A
new particle could be trapped later but not as stably as the first seven. Due to the optical
binding effect, we managed to use a single etched fiber to trap multiple sub−micrometer
particles in two dimensions, with the schematic shown in Figure 4c. However, the optical
binding force was not strong enough to allow one to manipulate them in three dimensions.
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Figure 4. Demonstration of the optical binding effect. (a) Eight submicron particles trapped by the single fiber−based trapping
system. The first 7 particles are stably trapped while the last one can easily escape from the trap (b) due to the weak light
coupling. The blurry circle dot at the right−hand side of the fiber tip is a free particle on the cover glass. (c) The schematic
diagram for trapping multiple submicron particles, due to the optical binding effect, by a single fiber−based system.

3.2. Optical Trapping by Dual−Fiber−Taper−Based System
3.2.1. 3D Optical Trapping of a Swarm of Sub−Micrometer Particles

We used the dual−fiber−taper−based trapping system to trap and manipulate a
swarm of sub−micrometer particles (in a complex pattern) in three dimensions. Silica beads
with a size of 500 nm were used in this experiment. Figure 5a shows a swarm of 500 nm
silica beads were trapped and manipulated 30 µm above the cover glass. The trapped
swarm of sub−micrometer particles could be manipulated in the x- and y-directions but
not in the z-direction. The failure of the manipulation, due to too fast movement of the
dual−fiber system in the z-direction, as shown in Figure 5b. When the dual−fiber system
was slowly moved back, the particle swarm was re−trapped. It is noted that, different
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from the single fiber trapping demonstrated in Figure 4, the particle swarm was trapped
in three dimensions by the dual−fiber system, with the trapped position at least 30 µm
above the cover glass. In the experiments, some particles entered the trap area, due to
the Brownian motion [42], and these sub−micrometer particles also caused the number
of particles to increase in the trap. Figure 5c shows the observed maximum number of
particles in the 3D trap.
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Figure 5. 3D trapping of a swarm of 500 nm silica bead particles by the dual etched fiber system. A swarm of beads trapped
(a) and manipulated 30 µm above the substrate. (b) When the dual−fiber system was moved too fast in the z−direction, the
particle swarm escaped from the trap (seconds 8~11 in the Video S1). The swarm was re−trapped when the fiber system
was moved back to the original height (second 12 in the Video S1). The number of beads is increased in the trap due to their
violent Brownian motion. (c) The observed maximum number of particles in the trap (second 15 in the Video S1). The oil
immersion 100x objective lens is used in this experiment. (d) Numerical simulation of the normalized electrical fields when
two etched fibers are separated by 6 µm (e) and (f) the simulated optical forces applied onto a 500 nm silica sphere when it
was moved along the z- (y = 0) and the y- (z = zequilibrium) directions.

It is noted that 3D trapping of a swarm of sub−micrometer particles is more chal-
lenging than that of a single one. The trapping of sub−micrometer particles requires a
strong optical intensity gradient, which is generally realized by tight spatial confinement of
optical intensity. However, 3D stable trapping of a swarm of submicron particles requires a
large intensity gradient in a wide area, which is challenging to realize, especially at a fiber
tip. One possible reason for our success in the swarm sub−micrometer particle trapping
is the interference of two laser beams, which resulted in the spatially alternating local
intensity maxima and minima. Figure 5d shows the numerical simulation results of the
interference patterns around the trap area when the distance of the two fibers is 6 µm. The
interference of two laser beams forms multiple localized potential wells that can confine
particles with a size comparable to the half wavelength of the laser beam. In our simulation,
we use a 500 nm silica bead to map the optical force distribution in the z- and y-directions.
The typical curves of optical force as a function of the bead position are shown in Figure
5e,f. In the simulation, we used two Gaussian beams, with waist and the inclined angle
of 1 µm and 55◦, respectively, to simulate the optical field in the trap. The parameters of
the beam waist and inclined angle are determined based on the diameter of the fiber tip
and the inclined angle of the two fibers in the experiment. This simulation indicates that
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interference patterns are a possible reason why a swarm of sub−micrometer particles was
trapped in three dimensions, as we observed in the experiment.

3.2.2. 3D Optical Trapping of the Sub−Micrometer Particles along Straight Lines Based on
the Optical Binding Effect

The 3D manipulation of multiple sub−micrometer particles in a line−shaped pattern
was carried out by using the dual−fiber−taper−based trapping system. Figure 6a–f shows
optical trapping results. Nine 500 nm silica beads were trapped and manipulated in the
z-direction. The objective lens was first focused at the fiber tips and then lowered down, as
shown in Figure 6a–c. The blurry circular dots were the free beads on the cover glass. Due to
the optical binding effect, seven particles were trapped and formed in a line−shaped pattern,
as shown in Figure 6a,b. It is noted that there exists a trap area where two particles were
trapped separately from the other seven particles, as shown in Figure 6c. It may be because
of the NA difference between the emitted lights from two etched fibers. Another possible
reason is that the light emitted from the lower fiber is modulated by the line−shaped particles,
resulting in light redistribution. The modulated light field interferences with the light from
the top fiber can form a localized light intensity gradient. As a result, it may generate extra
potential wells to confine a group of particles separately. The number of trapped particles in
this area was observed to increase after 30 s, as shown in Figure 6d,e. The initially trapped
line−shaped particles due to optical binding effects were not affected by these increased new
particles, as shown in Figure 6f. The schematic for trapping sub−micrometer particles by the
dual−fiber−taper−based system is shown in Figure 6g.
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zeroth−order Bessel light beam [45], hollow Bessel−like beam [46], doughnut−shaped 
structured laser beam [47], and the plasma−based amplitude−modulated electromagnetic 
beam [48]. Both the continuous wave (CW) light beams [44,49] or femtosecond [11] laser 
sources have demonstrated the optical guiding of microscopic particles, such as aerosol 
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Figure 6. 3D trapping of multiple submicron particles by a dual etched fiber−based system. Multiple particles are 3D trapped
in a straight line due to the optical binding effect (a) and (b). Microscope images taken when the objective lens is focused at the
fiber tips (a) and particles (b). (c) An additional group of particles trapped close to the upper fiber. The number of particles in
the group is increased (d) and (e). (f) No influence of the increased number of the cluster particle on the trapped particles due
to the optical binding effect. The bright−field images taken through an oil immersion 100× objective lens. (g) The schematic for
trapping multiple submicron particles in three dimensions by a dual−fiber−taper−based trapping system.

3.2.3. Optical Guiding of Sub−Micrometer Particles in Two Dimensions

Optical guiding of microscopic particles is important in many applications, particularly
in biology and colloidal physics [43]. It has been realized using a Gaussian beam [44],
zeroth−order Bessel light beam [45], hollow Bessel−like beam [46], doughnut−shaped
structured laser beam [47], and the plasma−based amplitude−modulated electromagnetic
beam [48]. Both the continuous wave (CW) light beams [44,49] or femtosecond [11] laser
sources have demonstrated the optical guiding of microscopic particles, such as aerosol
droplets [45] or colloidal particles [43]. Here, we use the CW Gaussian beams from the
dual−fiber−taper−based trapping system and observed that a large number of particles
can be guided when the dual fiber system was moved close to the cover glass. Figure 7
shows the optical guiding of sub−micrometer particles with a size of 500 nm. The distance
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between the two fibers was kept as ~25 µm. Multiple particles were trapped initially
around both fiber tips, as shown in Figure 7a. Both the line−shaped and swarm particle
trappings (Figure 7a,b) were formed at the beginning. Interestingly, some particles were
trapped surrounding the side edge of etched fiber; this is because, for this long−etched
length fiber, some portion of light may be leaked out [50] due to a fabrication imperfection.
The surface of the etched fiber may not be smooth enough to guide the light inside the fiber
before being emitted at the fiber tip. The localized light intensity gradient due to the leaking
light could be a source to confine particles at the side edge of the fiber. In the experiment,
the number of particles increased fast along the optical axis due to the optical binding
effect and the relatively strong light emitted from fiber tips. Therefore, the optical binding
effect dominated the swarm behavior of the trapped particles, resulting in more particles
“proceeding” along the straight line (optical axis), as shown in Figure 7c. The second group
of particles trapped by the light from the lower fiber followed similar procedures until
two groups of particles bond together (Figure 7d). The line−shaped particles formed in the
middle of the trap turn into a “waveguide” that can guide the surrounding swarm particles
and form the second line−shaped trapping (Figure 7e). It is noted that the violent Brownian
motion of particles can disturb the optical binding effect and caused some particles to escape
in the center of the trap. However, new particles enter quickly and make the 2D line−shaped
trapping relatively stable. Finally, more particles were collected in the trap (Figure 7f). This is
an environmentally friendly collection process and therefore may be a good way to recycle
the important dielectric sub−micrometer particles.
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Figure 7. Massive particles trapping in two dimensions by a dual etched fiber system. Particles are
trapped around both fiber tips at the beginning (a) and guided in a straight line due to the optical
binding effect (b–d). Particles start to be guided in the second straight line (left) (e). (f) Generation
of massive particles collection. The particles used in this experiment are silica beads with a size of
500 nm. The 100x oil immersion objective is used in this experiment. The two fibers are aligned along
the y-axis in the yz plane and the submicron particles are guided along the y-axis in the xy plane.

4. Conclusions

By using a fiber pulling assisted tubeless method, we fabricated sharply tapered fibers
that can be used to trap and manipulate sub−micrometer particles with a size down to 500 nm.
We successfully realized the simple line−shaped particle trapping due to the optical binding
effect by both single and dual−fiber−taper−based trapping systems. We also observed that a
swarm of sub−micrometer particles (in a complex pattern) can be trapped in three dimensions.
The possible reason for this new phenomenon is due to the interference between lights from
two fibers, which causes the formation of multiple localized potential wells and results in
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trapping a swarm of sub−micrometer particles. In addition, we have demonstrated that the
dual−fiber−taper−based strapping system can be used to guide and collect the massive
particles in two dimensions. It is noted that etched fibers with a small opening angle and
long etching length are fragile and may be broken when they are moved into contact with
the substrate. However, dual etched fibers with an inclined angle can efficiently increase the
working distance and enhance the optical trapping efficiency. Since the single etched fiber
can be used to trap sub−micrometer particles in three dimensions, the dual fiber trapping
system can be further minimized. Moreover, batch fabrication of etched fibers can be easily
accomplished. The flexible adjustments of inclined angle and distance between fibers allow us
to trap and manipulate a variety size of particles. This will make the dual−fiber−taper−based
optical trapping system an attractive tool for many applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/photonics8090367/s1, Video S1: 3D trapping of a swarm of 500 nm silica beads, Video S2:
Optical guiding by the dual etched fiber system.
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